When it comes to protecting the most valuable people in your business, actions really do speak louder than
words. That's why we've created a data breach response program that's quick to implement, won't cost a fortune
and will go a long way towards minimizing the fallout from customers, shareholders and regulatory agencies.
The fallout can be severe. Recent studies show the cost of failing to protect customers’ private data is on the rise.

We specialize in cost-effective
IDENTITY THEFT and DATA BREACH RAPID RESPONSE Programs
In the event of a security breach of personal data, we can immediately help notify, inform and protect your
customers, employees and members from becoming victims of identity theft and fraud.

Preparing against the sudden loss of personally identifiable information is
the first step towards an effective breach response.
Rather than simply flipping on a switch to provide credit monitoring (which
provides only after-the-fact reporting), our goal is to quickly remove the
points of pain in a data breach / identity theft incident.

We can assist your staff to prepare in advance of a breach:

• We’ll work with you to establish appropriate response and crisis
team members

• Assess the timeline, responsibilities and deliverables in advance to
minimize impact on staff, which will accelerate the decision-making
and action steps in time of crisis
• Help prepare pre-flighted outbound communications to affected
individuals
• Test run of a data import sample and process for instant coverage
• Open a 24/7 communication channel in case of a breach

Our services provide everything necessary for an effective
breach response:

• Our streamlined enrollment process covers each individual within
24-48 hours

• Only minimal personal information is needed (no sensitive data
required)
• We can provide custom packages and pricing to meet most budgets
• Price is dependent on group size, the type of service and coverage
needed
• Prices range from under $1 to $4 per person, per month
• Our programs are backed by one of the world's largest insurance
firms and a leader in the field of technology risk (AIG)

The lifetime value of your customer — along with their
identity and peace of mind — is worth protecting in the
event of a data breach.

Contact us today to learn how your company can be pro-active in
preparing against a sudden loss of personally identifiable information
on the most valuable people in your business.
Cover My ID!
Cyberian Insurance Services
1-866-609-3604 x108
DBR2@CoverMyID.com
Or visit our website at www.DataBreach911.com
and www.CoverMyID.com

